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UTTARAKHAND 9D/8N

ITINERARY

Itinerary : 2 Nainital / 2 Kasauni / 2 Corbett / 2 Mussoorie

Day 1:- Delhi - Nainital
On arrival at Delhi Railway Station / Airport, our special vehicle will
pickup you from Station, take transfer to Nainital (330 Kms / 8 Hrs
Drive). Check in to the hotel & get fresh. Evening free for leisure &
enjoy your dinner at hotel. Overnight at hotel in Nainital.

Day 2:- Nainital
After taking breakfast do some local sightseeing in Nainital visit
Naukuchiyatal Lake, Hanuman Giri, Tiffin Top for wonderful
Photography, Enjoy the cable ride, Boating at Lake. Afternoon take
excursion to Bhimtal, nestled in a beautiful pristine valley, this jem
of a lake is the largest around Nainital. The beauty is enhanced by a
small Island surrounded by crystal blue water. Return back to the
hotel & get fresh, Evening enjoy the Himalayan sun set. Take your
dinner at hotel. Overnight at hotel in Nainital.

Day 3:- Nainital - Kausani
After taking breakfast check out from the Nainital hotel, take
transfer to Kausani, (120 Kms / 4 Hrs), En route you can visit
Ranikhet, Its beauty lies in its simplicity - beautiful pine trees create
a nostalgic feeling. Visit the orchards, the temples, the joy grounds
also. Then after proceed for Kausani. Whenever reach at Kausani,
check into the hotel & get fresh, evening free for leisure and night
stay at hotel in Kausani.
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Day 4:- Kausani
After taking breakfast do some local sightseeing in Kausani - also
called the Switzerland of India. It provides an enchanting sunrise
over the Himalayas - a rich experience, which will remain alive in
your memories for lifetime. Full day free for experience of
Himalayas Nature and walks in the thickly wooded area. Overnight
stay at hotel in Kausani.

Day 5:- Kausani - Corbett Park
After taking breakfast transfer to Corbett Park (160 Kms / 5 hrs
Drive). Check in to resort, get fresh and full day free for local
sightseeing in Corbett Park. Overnight Stay at hotel in Corbett Park.

Day 6:- Corbett Park
Morning, after breakfast depart for a jeep safari to the Forest of
Corbett NP to find the elusive tiger. Corbett Park with its varied
topography, diverse flora & fauna, the beauty of the rivulets, the
natural splendor of its landscapes, is precious nature heritage. After
lunch commence the elephant safari. Evening free for leisure and
enjoying the activity of Resort. Night stay at Corbett Park.

Day 7:- Corbett Park - Mussoorie
After taking breakfast check out hotel and transfer to Mussoorie
(330 Kms / 8 Hrs Drive). Check in to the hotel & get fresh. Evening
free for leisure & enjoy your dinner at hotel. Overnight Stay at hotel
in Mussoorie.

Day 8:- Mussoorie
After taking do some local sightseeing in Mussoorie visit Kempty
Falls - a pretty waterfall located in a beautiful valley and surrounded
by high mountains. There are also some interesting walks around
Mussoorie and other attractions here are the Ropeway ride to Gun
Hill - the second largest peak here; Evening free for leisure. Take
your dinner at hotel. Overnight stay at hotel in Mussoorie.

Day 9:- Mussoorie - Delhi
This is the last day of your memorable holidays. Early in morning at
after taking breakfast and take transfer towards Delhi (300 Kms / 8
Hrs), Whenever reach at Delhi proceed as per your further journey
schedules to your home town.

 


